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Advancing values affirmation as a scalable strategy
for mitigating identity threats and narrowing
national achievement gaps
Geoffrey D. Bormana,b,1

Since the publication of the landmark “Coleman Report,” Equality of Educational Opportunity, in 1966 (1)
through more than 40 y of historical trend data from
the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP) (2), the academic performance gaps separating black and Latino students from their white counterparts have remained substantial and persistent.
Although some policies and programs aimed at narrowing these gaps among children and adolescents
have shown short-term benefits, these initial successes
typically fade away over time (3). Why are these inequalities in our schools so persistent and seemingly
intractable, and how did Goyer et al. (4) find success
when so many others have failed?
A compelling explanation concerns the idea of
stereotype threat (5). Indeed, a meta-analysis of the
stereotype threat literature concluded that the phenomenon degrades black and Latino students’ performances
on standardized tests of ability by approximately
one-fifth of 1 SD (6). A recent study applying current
stereotype-threat theory to an analysis of the original
data from the study by Coleman (1) suggested that,
dating back to the 1960s, African-American students
confronted with more threatening educational contexts were burdened by a less favorable self-image,
partially explaining how internalization of racial stereotypes can depress their test scores (7). With current nationally representative data from the NAEP test,
the so-called “nation’s report card,” indicating that
achievement gaps separating black and Latino students
from their higher scoring white peers are between
about 0.8 and 1 SD (2), stereotype threat may account
for as much as 20–25% of these national gaps.
In PNAS, Goyer et al. (4) demonstrate that over
time, initial reductions of ∼40% of the academic performance gaps that were realized at the end of the
eighth grade, 2 y following the advent of a stereotype
threat-buffering, values-affirmation intervention, later
helped minority students achieve academic opportunities and outcomes that placed them on a trajectory

to a college education. How did the delivery of several
affirming 15-min writing activities in the seventh grade
fundamentally change the academic outcomes and
life chances of these students? The explanation for
the long-term benefits conferred by values affirmation
aligns well with a recent set of ideas that distinguish
interventions and environments that tend to promote
persisting impacts (3).
First, values affirmation induces a “trifecta skill”:
one that is malleable and fundamental, and would
not likely have developed in the absence of the intervention. Affirmation did not directly increase students’
ability, as a powerful new educational program might,
but it influenced malleable beliefs about minority students’ identities, buffering them from the full brunt of
stereotype threat, a foundation for academic success
unlikely to be acquired without the intervention.
Also, similar to the “foot-in-the-door” principle, affirmation lifted a psychological barrier at a key time
of academic transition, helping students avoid the
imminent risks of identity threats, and the pattern
of academic underperformance and disengagement
that often follows, while opening up new opportunities,
such as entry into advanced coursework. Finally, the
“sustaining environments” perspective highlights the
need for high-quality educational environments subsequent to the completion of the intervention as crucial
for sustaining earlier gains. Although the relative quality
of the high schools in the sample of Goyer et al. (4) is
unknown, they clearly had the rich resources of a wellknown college-preparatory intervention for marginalized
and first-generation students and college-readiness
tracks to help launch students on a pathway to postsecondary success.
Given the relative ease of administering these
virtually costless classroom writing exercises and the
remarkable benefits they confer, an important question follows: Should we not be implementing valuesaffirmation interventions in every school across the
country? Indeed, a district-wide field trial across
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Delivery of Aﬃrmaon Intervenon
• Well-med (e.g., before threatening
evaluave event)
• Presented as normal classroom
acvity from a caring classroom
teacher

Individual Identy
Threats
• Salience of the
stereotype
• Identy as stereotyped
group member

INDIVIDUAL AND CONTEXTUAL THREATS

Social Context Threats
• Stereotyped students
are the minority
• Achievement gaps are
large

Psychological and Physiological
Responses to Threat
• Increased vigilance
• Physiological stress response
• Increased cognive load
• Decreased working memory
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BUFFERING OF THREAT

Mechanisms for Aﬃrmaon
Buﬀering Eﬀects
• Expanded working self
concept
• Higher levels of construal
• Greater sense of belonging

RE-AFFIRMING RECURSIVE EFFECTS

Individual Response to
Buﬀering and/or
Recursive Eﬀects
• Increased self-control
• Increased cognive
resources

Improved
Academic
Outcomes

Condions for Recursive Eﬀects
• Proximal, quick-wins
• Rich learning environment
• Posive expectancy eﬀects
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Fig. 1. Model of values-affirmation impacts on secondary and postsecondary academic outcomes.

11 middle schools revealed evidence of short-term impacts on
black and Latino students’ seventh-grade test scores and course
grades (8). Longitudinal results, after the completion of the seventhgrade exercises, showed growing effects on eighth-grade grade
point averages, which were equivalent to one-fifth of 1 SD, and
subsequent ninth-grade impacts of nearly one-third of 1 SD, equivalent to a reduction of ∼25% of the baseline gap (9). These impacts,
achieved across an entire school district, suggest that values affirmation can be used as a scalable intervention to narrow achievement
gaps. Several other relatively small-scale replications of the original
study by Cohen et al. (10) have also shown promise (11–13). However, some well-powered and relatively large-scale replications
(14–16) have not reproduced these promising results. What might
explain these discrepant findings?
Psychological theory posits that values affirmation is beneficial
in specific circumstances; it does not work for everyone under all
conditions (17). Prior research demonstrates that only certain subgroups benefit, namely, stereotyped black and Latino students. In
addition, the characteristics of the social context in which the
interventions are fielded may moderate their benefits. The mediating role of implementation and delivery of the writing exercises
also can be a source of treatment effect heterogeneity. Finally,
there are some social-psychological constructs that may be important mechanisms, or mediators, through which the affirmation intervention produces its short- and long-term academic impacts on
students. Understanding these specific sources of moderation and
mediation could advance both the theoretical and practical understanding of affirmation benefits and more clearly suggest the
boundary conditions under which we might predict success.
With regard to social context, the effectiveness of values
affirmation depends on the identity threats “in the air” in a particular setting (18). As stereotype threats increase, the buffering
effects of affirmation will tend to have stronger impacts on academic outcomes than in those contexts that are less threatening.
For example, minority students attending schools composed of
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primarily nonminority students and in which there are large and
apparent racial achievement gaps benefit most from values affirmation (19), because these contexts are the ones most likely to
cue one’s stereotyped status as a marginalized, low-performing
minority student. In addition, the hypothesized recursive benefits
of affirmation are theorized to depend on relatively rich learning
environments for threatened students to take advantage of as
they are buffered from perceived threats (17, 20). These contextual variations provide insight into the failed Philadelphia replication (14), because this study was conducted in high-poverty
schools in which black students were the overwhelming majority,
the contextual conditions under which one might predict that intervention effects would be limited.
Attention to the implementation of affirmation exercises is also
hypothesized to be necessary for students to benefit. For example,
the timing of the intervention is important, because it may be
effective only when introduced before a threatening evaluative
event, such as a high-stakes test (21). The manner in which the
intervention is framed also may affect how students perceive the
writing activities. By making individuals aware that exercises are
beneficial (22) or introducing the exercises as an externally imposed task (23), the delivery may depress affirmation’s benefits.
Conversely, researchers contend that the exercises are most beneficial when presented as normal classroom activities delivered by
teachers who may care to know more about their students’ most
important values (10, 17). This issue may have compromised the
success of a recent New York replication, because the participating schools did not permit teachers to administer the exercises
and, by necessity, the researchers were required to carry out the
implementation (15).
With regard to mechanisms, or mediators, that may explain
affirmation effects, the evidence is limited. Some research suggests
that the direct effects of affirmation on black and Latino students’
academic outcomes are explained by an increased sense of
social belonging in school (24). A second mechanism suggests
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an “affirmation as perspective” model, in which affirmations “expand the contents of the working concept—thus narrowing the
scope of any threat” (ref. 25, p. 4). Relatedly, affirmation may help
by broadening the perspective through which students assess
salient threats (17). Threatened students tend to construe negative events in more narrow, concrete terms, but evidence suggests
that affirmed students report higher levels of construal and report
less adversity in school related to their social identity than do
threatened control students (11). To date, however, no largesample field trials have provided generalizable evidence regarding how affirmation impacts academic outcomes.
In summary, values affirmation is a relatively simple, virtually
costless method easily taken to scale to close persistent achievement gaps, when implemented with fidelity and when delivered in
the right context. As summarized in Fig. 1, some limited empirical

evidence points to key moderators and mediators of affirmation
effects that may broadly define the conditions under which the intervention may have its greatest benefits. However, few have been
explored systematically in large, well-powered trials. With the exception of one failed Wisconsin replication (16), which remains
somewhat of a puzzle, other recent nonreplications seem to have
compelling explanations. Nonetheless, the tentative model of affirmation effects suggested in Fig. 1 is worthy of further empirical
investigation. Having the ability to, in a sense, inoculate black and
Latino middle-school students from identity threats that may have
caused them to stray from the pathway to a college education is a
highly important outcome. Future empirical work is needed to understand how values affirmation can be most effectively targeted to
the students and contexts most in need, and to deploy the intervention reliably using methods that confer the greatest benefits.
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